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of il^tral Evangelists
History
The combining of the healing art with the preaching of the
gospel was first accomplished in the life, teaching, and prac
tice of the Great Physician, of whom it is written: He "went
about preaching the gospel of the kingdom and healing all
manner of diseases among the people."
Instructing His followers, this same divine Healer said,
"Into whatsoever city ye enter, heal the sick that are therein
and say unto them, The kingdom of God is come nigh unto
you.''
Attempting to follow this example and instruction, the
Seventh-day Adventist denomination has from its beginning
combined medical work with its activities both in this country
and abroad. All denominations recognize the advantage of
a training in medical subjects as a desirable part of a prep
aration for foreign missionary work. They also appreciate
the benefit of medical education in dealing with poverty and
degradation in our large cities.
On the other hand, most
medical practitioners acknowledge the great influence the
mind has over the body in treating- disease and are endeavor
ing through its aid to increase their power over human ail
ments.
The relation that exists between the mind and the body is
very intimate. In the treatment of the sick, the effect of
mental influence should not be overlooked.
Rightly used,
this influence affords one of the most effective agencies for
combating disease. True religion --complete rest of mind in
the Supreme Being is the greatest aid to the healing art;
and true medical missionary work ministering to the needs
of humanity is the best way to reach the soul.
Believing this to be true, this denomination has for the

past half century combined temperance, health culture, and
treatment of disease with its evangelistic efforts. Experience
soon taught that the principles of healthful living and simple
treatments must have some concrete demonstration; hence
sanitariums were started in which practical application of
these could be made. These institutions have increased
rapidly during the past few years until now they have
been established in a large proportion of the states of
the Union and in many foreign lands. While these sani
tariums are conducted by regularly qualified practitioners of
medicine in a regular way, special attention is given to what
is known as physiological therapeutics. Hydrotherapy, die
tetics, electrotherapy, together with other natural methods,
are utilized most largely.
FOUNDING OF THE COLLEGE.
It is the practice of every
religious body, as far as possible, to establish schools for the
training of its own youth.
The effort of this denomination
has been to provide facilities for complete and thorough edu
cation in all lines of useful .knowledge. The many demands
for those having special training in this line of medical work
for foreign countries, for sanitarium work, and for service in
ministering to the sick and suffering in large cities, have
made it necessary to establish the College of Medical Evan
gelists.
Early in the history of the work at Loma Linda it was
apparent that the institution was destined to become more
than a sanitarium. One who has been foremost in develop
ing this system of sanitariums has written as follows in
regard to this institution:
"With the possession of this place comes the weighty
responsibility of making the work of the institution educa
tional in character. Loma Linda is to be not only a sani
tarium, but an educational center. A school is to be estab
lished here for the training of gospel medical missionary
evangelists.
"At Loma Linda we have an advantageous center for the
carrying on of various missionary enterprises. We can see that
it was in the providence of God that this sanitarium was
8

placed in the possession of our people. We should appreciate
Loma Linda as a place which the Lord i'orsaw we should
need and which He gave us. There is a very precious work
to be done in connection with the interests of the Sanitarium
and school at Loma Linda, and tm's will be done when we all
work to that end, moving unitedly in God's order.
"At Loma Linda many can be educated to work as mis
sionaries in the cause of health and temperance. Teachers
are to be prepared for many lines of work. Schools are to
be established in places where as yet no efforts have been
made.
"In regard to the school, I would say, make it especially
strong in the education of nurses and physicians. In medical
missionary schools, many workers are to be qualified with the
ability of physicians to labor as medical missionary evange
lists. This training, the Lord has specified, is in harmony
with the principles underlying true higher education.
We
hear a great deal about the higher education. The highest
education is to follow in the footsteps of Christ, patterning
after the example He gave when He was in the world. We
can not gain an education higher than this; for this class of
training will make men laborers together with God.
"That which is of the most importance is that the students
be taught how to represent aright the principles of health
reform. Teach them to pursue this line of study faithfully,
combined with other essential lines of education. The grace
of Jesus Christ will give wisdom to all who follow the Lord's
plan of true education. Let the students follow closely the
example of the One who purchased the human race with the
costly price of His own life. Let them appeal to the Savior
and depend upon Him as the One who heals all manner of
diseases. Xhe__Lord would have the workers make special
efforts to point the sick and suffering to the Great Physician
who made the human^body.
"Let Seventh-day Adventist medical workers remember
that the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth. Christ was the
greatest physician that ever trod this sin-cursed earth. The
Lord would have His people come to Him for their power of
healing. He will baptize them with His Holy Spirit, and fit
them for a service that will make them a blessing in restor
ing the spiritual and physical health of those who need heal
ing.
"The light given me is, We must provide that which is
essential to qualify physicians, so that they may intelligently

fit themselves to be able to stand the examinations required
to prove their efficiency as physicians. And for the special
preparation of our youth who have clear convictions of their
duty to obtain a medical education that will enable them to
pass the examinations required by law of all who practice as
regularly qualified physicians, we are to supply whatever may
be required, so that these youth need not be compelled to go
to medical schools conducted by men not of our faith. The
medical school at Loma Linda is to be of the highest order,
because those who are in that school have the privilege of
maintaining- a living connection with the wisest of all Physi
cians, from Whom there is communicated knowledge of a
superior order."
For a fuller and detailed consideration of the needs of the
College of Medical Evangelists a council of representatives
from the General and various Union Conferences was called
to convene at Loma Linda, May 6, 1910. Such a prayerful
study was given and such full and complete harmony regard
ing advance steps to be taken prevailed at this council that
the work at Loma Linda was put upon the basis of a general
institution, fostered and supported by the united efforts of
the Pacific Union, the Southern California, and the General
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists.
The College year 1910-11 has been a very prosperous one.
Such apparatus and conveniences have been added as were
necessary to carry the work of the College in a strong way.
The second annual Board meeting of the College was held at
Loma Linda March 31 to April 6. Some interesting items
were given to the Board at this meeting. During the past
year $25,000.00 has been expended in buildings and apparatus
as provided by the Board at its first session. During the year
the College added $26,000.00 to its present worth. The enroll
ment has been twenty-nine in the first year and eleven in the
second year class. The students represent nineteen states
and countries.
The Board in its late session authorized the building of a
laboratory for the school. Work on this has already begun
and it will be ready to occupy September 1. A dormitory
will also be constructed for the men students this year.
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Location
The Loma Linda estate is located in the San Bernardino
Valley, sixty-two miles east of Los Angeles, on the main
line
of the Southern Pacific Railroad from Los Angeles to El Paso.
The cities of Riverside, Redlands, San Bernardino, and Colton
lie within a range of three to nine miles, the latter three
being plainly visible from the school. It is thus within
the
famous citrus belt of Southern California. Hundreds of acres
of orange and lemon orchards are to be seen for miles up
and
down the valley; while farther beyond, stretching
from
extreme east to west, tower the majestic mountains of
the
San Bernardino range, which lift their peaks, snow-capped
for a part of the year, above the smiling verdure of the lower
landscape -the land of perpetual summer.
The estate contains one hundred sixty-five acres. This
comprises ornamental grounds, and orange, lemon, grape
fruit, plum, and apricot orchards; also berry patches, vege
table lands, and hay fields. In the central part, the
land
rises to an elevation of two hundred feet above the surroun
d
ing valley, forming the original Loma Linda "Hill Beauti
ful" about twenty-three acres in extent.
The Sanitarium is situated about two-thirds of the way
up
the side of this hill, while at the top, numerous cottages
are
disposed about a quadrangle of lawn beautifully laid out
and
well kept. The recitations are conducted in "Assembly Hall,"
which is located between these cottages and the Sanitar
ium.
A new concrete dormitory with capacity for one hundre
d
twenty people has just been completed. It is occupie
d by
the women students. In planning for the needs of the school
the Board has authorized the building of a similar dormito
ry
the coming summer for the men students.
Operations have already begun in constructing a modern
laboratory for class work. It will be a concrete buildin
g,
three stories and basement, providing six laboratory rooms;
one for clinical chemistry for the work of the institut
ion,
one chemistry laboratory for classes, one physiology,
a

histology and embryology laboratory, a pathology and
bacteriology laboratory, and a hydrotherapy demonstration
room. This building will be completed and ready for use
September 1, 1911.
Since the institution is located in the country away from
large cities and yet near enough for easy access, the best
possible surroundings are secured. A high, noble purpose in
life is fostered by the natural beauties of the place. The
cities of the San Bernardirio valley are largely residence
cities, made up of a class of people who have been attracted
here by the mild southern climate, the healthful surroundings,
or the educational advantages.
Southern California has
become a Mecca of health. For a part of the year, thousands
of tourists make this their home. It is indeed a strategic
point for the dissemination of the gospel of health and the
proclamation of the message of salvation - the glad tidings
of the soon coming kingdom.

Courses of Study
Medical Course
A five years' course of nine months in each year is offered,
embodying the usual didactic, laboratory, and clinical lines
of instruction. It also provides the practical experience of
internship and evangelistic missionary work. The College of
Medical Evangelists is chartered as a medical college under
the laws of the State of California, which, with other
states, requires for entrance into medical schools the com
pletion of a full high school course. The medical course is
open to those only who desire a preparation for the work
of the Christian physician and medical missionary. It leads
to the degree of Doctor of Medicine. Pages 14 to 28
A COMBINED COURSE. A student who presents credits for
three years' work from an accredited college may, after the
completion of the first three years of the Medical Course, be
granted the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science.
Such degrees will be granted at the discretion of the Faculty.
Sixteen points of college work in addition to those offered
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for preliminary education, and aside from points counted in
the Medical Course, are necessary for the A. B. or B. S.
degree in combination with the M. D. degree. These credits
may be any granted in regular college courses by any recog
nized college, either of our own denomination or otherwise.
Medical Evangelistic Course
This consists of three years of nine months each and is
especially designed for those who do not desire a medical
degree. It embraces both medical and evangelistic exper
ience and qualifies workers as gospel medical missionary
evangelists. Page 29.
Evangelistic Nurses* Course
Three years. The completion of nine grades is required
for entrance. At the beginning of the course in September,
1912, ten grades of school work will be required for entrance.
This course offers a broad training in technical arid scientific
lines and the principles and practice of healthful living, with
such thorough instruction in Bible and missionary work as to
make the graduates real evangelistic nurses, rather than
professional nurses. The Loma Linda Sanitarium, accommo
dating more than one hundred patients, offers a great variety
of practical training. Only one class is admitted each year.
Pages 30 to 39.
Special Missionary Course, One Year
A special missionary course of one year is offered to min
isters, Bible workers, canvassers, teachers, and others in
pastoral training, Bible history, treatment of diseases,
hydrotherapy, and practical field work. Those completing
the entire year in this course will be given informal credit
certificates. Page 39.
Cooks and 1 takers' Course
A practical and theoretical training of nine months com
prises this course. Actual experience in healthful cooking
and the conducting of schools of health is an integral part
of the training. Page 41.

Medical Course
Entrance Requirements
GENERAL QUALIFICATION. Those who are admitted to
the Medical Course must be mature persons whose character
and aim in life have reached a fixed purpose. It is not the
design of the College to train physicians for professional
duty only. The applicant's purpose must be in harmony
with the principles of medical missionary work as carried on
by this denomination. It is necessary that the Faculty be
supplied with full and complete information regarding the
applicant. For this purpose an application blank is provided.
This should be filled out in full. The recommendation as
given therein should be signed by a minister of the gospel,
church elder, or teacher, together with the President of the
Local or Union Conference. Reference to names is not sat
isfactory.
The application blank should be filled out in ink and, with
the exception of the certificate of credits, in the handwrit
ing of the applicant. Before coming, the student should
have written statement from the President that his credits
are satisfactory and that his application has been accepted
by the Faculty. It is well to begin correspondence early,
since it frequently requires considerable time for the student
to secure his credits in proper, acceptable form.
LITERARY QUALIFICATIONS.
There are three ways pre
scribed by law in which students may be admitted to the Medi
cal Course:
(a) Bachelor's Degree. A student may be admitted on
submitting to the Faculty satisfactory evidence that he is
the possessor of a bachelor's degree in the arts or sciences
granted by an approved college or university.
(6) High School Diploma. A diploma from an accredited
academy or high school whose course of study embodies the
subjects listed under "c" as "Required" and graduation
from which requires the completion of not less than thirty
points; such credits to be presented with the diploma.
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(c) Examination by a duly authorized agent of the State
or instructor recognized by the State Board of Medical Exam
iners. Such examination to be in the following branches:—
A—Required Subjects 20 Points
Mathematics minimum, two years______________________4
(a) Algebra through quadratics, one year
(b) Plane geometry, one year
Englinh—minimum, two years.________..--___________-_-___.4
(a) Rhetoric and composition, one year
(b) English literature, one year
Latin —minimum, two years.„-_._-_-..------ ___--- _____-____4
(a) Latin grammar, one year
(b) Four books of Ceesar, one year
Physics—With laboratory work, one year______.._________2
History —minimum, one year ____-_____.:_____________-.__._2
General history, one year
Languages—minimum, two years..____--------.--.-_-.._-------4
German, French, or Spanish, two years
B—Optional Subjects 10 Points
English Language and Literature •--maximum, one year______2
History—maximum, two years____----------_-----_-__-____4
Ancient, one year
Medieeval and modern, one year
Civics and economics, one year
Advanced Mathematics—maximum, one year.._.---________2
Solid geometry and trigonometry, one-half year
each
Natural Science—maximum, twoyears_.______________4
Biology with laboratory work, one year
Botany and zoology with laboratory work, onehalf year each
Geology, one-half year, astronomy, one-half year
1'hysical Science—maximum, one year_ ._ — ________ — ____2
Chemistry with laboratory work, one year
Physiology and Hygiene—one-half year.--___-__._________l
Drawing—one-half year______.__-.-__ — - ——— ----—— _._1
A total of thirty points of academic work is required; and
of this, twenty-six points are necessary for entrance; the
remaining four points must be completed before the begin
ning of the second year.
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Credits for work to apply on preliminary education must be
secured under a competent instructor and must b<_j accom
panied by a statement of hours studies were pursued.
Inasmuch as the medical course alone is sufficient to occupy
all the time and attention of the student, the faculty strongly
urge that all preparatory work be completed before begin
ning this course.
A point in any subject is defined as a half year's work, and
must consist of eighteen weeks of five class periods per week
of not less than forty-five minutes each. Two points equal
two credits, or five counts, or one unit.
Academic subjects are listed as required and optional. In
the required subjects, students must have completed the
minimum number of points. The balance of thirty points
may be made up from the optional subjects, but credit may
not be given for more than the maximum number of points
listed for each.
A student coming from another state should secure a Michi
gan state medical student's entrance certificate; or in lieu of
this, one from his own state.
Each student must secure a medical student's certificate
before matriculating.
Prof. B. O. Kinney, 4f>2 Hillcrest
Road, Hollywood, Cal., is State Examiner for California, and
B. D. Harrison, M. D., Detroit, Mien., is secretary of the
Michigan State Board.
The work of the College begins September 28; all students
should be in attendance on that date.
ADVANCED STANDING. Applicants having taken one or more
years in a reputable medical college and desiring admission
with advanced standing may be admitted upon the presenta
tion of the proper credentials. These consist of the neces
sary entrance credits or diplomas, such, together with the
usual application, to be submitted to the Faculty. There must
also be received by direct communication from the Dean of
the college from which the student desires to withdraw, a
statement as to the applicant's moral and professional quali
fications and the exact amount of work he has done in said
college.
Course of Study
The Medical Course extends over five years of thirty-six
weeks each. While the medical course as ordinarily given
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in medical schools lasts only four years, it is manifestly
impossible to crowd into this time all that should be given in
medical and scientific lines together with Bible, evangelistic
training, hydrotherapy, and dietetics and also provide for a
practical experience in the diagnosis and treatment of dis
ease under competent instruction as called for by the curric
ulum.
The methods of instruction may be listed under the follow
ing heads: Didactic, laboratory, clinical, and practical. The
old plan of text-book study has not been abandoned. This
is combined with lectures and other class instruction as is
most advantageous. It is the design of the Faculty to give
in each subject outlines and fundamentals before a complete
detailed study is undertaken. Lectures, text-study, and the
use of reference volumes extend throughout the entire five
years. During the last years of the course, the student must
produce original theses from time to time based upon his own
personal observations.
The usual laboratory courses are given; these extend over
the first three years; the applied branches receive greater
attention in the last two years. Practical laboratory methods
are dwelt upon more at length than experiments of merely
scientific interest.
In clinical lines the College is blessed with a variety of
material unusual in a locality of this sort. Such clinical
material is available in the San Bernardino County hospital
of about two hundred beds, located five miles from the Col
lege grounds; also the state insane asylum, which has nearly
thirteen hundred inmates and is located about ten miles to
the north; and the College Hospital in course of construction.
Within a radius of five miles there are half a dozen Mexican
villages which furnish a large part of the patients treated in
the out-patient clinics. In the practical experience of internand externship the College Hospital and out-clinics furnish a
good opportunity for the student to become thoroughly pro
ficient in the diagnosis and treatment of disease. Physical,
chemical, microscopical, and other examinations are con17

ducted by the student under the supervision of the professors
of medicine, surgery, midwifery, and the specialties. Such
work is supervised by these instructors and repeated examin
ations are made until proper conclusions are reached. The
student must also bear the responsibility of prescribing for
those cases over which he has charge, being directed in such
treatment by the clinical professors.
In evangelistic lines, the Bible and pastoral training are
supplemented by practical field experience. Each student
must prepare and give Bible readings, gospel talks, gospel
health and temperance lectures, and demonstrations. He
may be given the use of a stereopticon as an aid in such talks
and lectures. At first much of this experience is derived
from house to house work. During vacations opportunity is
offered for students to connect with tent companies, and they
may in this way pain an invaluable experience. The student
is taught self reliance and dependence upon God, and is
encouraged to plan and execute work in all these lines.
Graduation Requirements
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Medicine must have
attained (he age of twenty-one years, must have given evi
dence of good moral character and conduct, revealing an aim
and spirit in harmony with the principles of true medical
missionary work. The student's deportment during his col
lege course shall have given evidence of due regard for
Christian, missionary, and professional ethics. The entrance
requirements must have been fully met and he shall have
honorably completed the prescribed course in all its phases.
The student must have attended not less than eighty per
cent of all class and practical exercises and have attained a
general average of not less than seventy-five per cent. All
tuitions, fees, and other obligations to the institution must
have been paid.
Tuition and Expenses
The annual tuition, inclusive of laboratory fees, is $100.00,
payable in two installments—$50.00 September 28, 1911, and
$50.00 February 15, 1912.

MATRICULATION FEE—$5.00, payable on receipt of matric
ulation card.
Library fee—$1.00, payable annually at the
opening of the College year. Annual expense of books—
$25.00 to $30.00.
DIPLOMA AND GRADUATION FEE—$10.00, payable at a
stated time before the close of the student's fifth year.
EXPENSE OF BOARD AND ROOM. This averages $3.00 per
week, European plan. The institution undertakes as far as
possible to provide employment for each student from two to
four hours daily to assist in defraying expense of board and
roam. Rate of remuneration varies from 10 to 15 cents an
hour.
In certain lines of skilled labor the student must
attain a fair degree of competency before receiving remuner
ation. All students are required to work at least twelve
hours a week. This will apply on expense of student accord
ing to value of service rendered. Such work shall be reported
weekly on printed blanks. Only necessary work is done on
Sabbath; this should be reported, but not included in the
total. For application blanks and blanks for entrance cred
its, address the President,
RELIGIOUS INFLUENCE. It is the constant effort of the
Faculty to maintain the highest degree of religious and
moral influence possible in the College. There are but two
objects in all our work. The first one, which is of the great
est importance, is to secure in each student the development
of sterling Christian character. The second is to give such a
thorough preparation for life's work as shall insure the high
est success in service for God and humanity.
The young people who enter the school in any department
are avowed Christians with the one object of securing a prep
aration for Christian service. For this reason, it is expected
that every member of the school will be as zealous in the
study of Bible and allied subjects as in any other studies;
and that he will be as faithful in attendance on religious ser
vices as in the work of any of the prescribed courses. "Seek
ye first the Kingdom of God and his righteousness and all
these things shall be added unto you."
19
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Syllabus of Curriculum of First Three Years
BIBLE First Year. Topical studies such as Inspiration of
the Bible; Fundamental Principles of Truth; The Law of God
for Man in his Physical, Mental, and Spiritual Being; Spec
ial Features of the Adventist Faith; together with such
prophecies as pertain to the last days and the coming of the
Lord, are pursued. The sanctuary and the closing work of
the everlasting Gospel are made prominent.
Second Year. The book of Acts is studied, following the
lives of Peter and Paul to the martyrdom of each, and also
for the purpose of obtaining a view of the setting of each
epistle as far as possible. Following this a verse by verse
study of the following epistles is taken up: First and Sec
ond Corinthians, Romans, First and Second Peter, and He
brews. (Study of other epistles is reserved for the fourth
year.)
Third Year. History and Bible. This year's work is
devoted to a study of such parts of history as will enable the
student to see the hand of God moving and controlling among
the nations in the minute fulfillment of prophecy.
PASTORAL TRAINING. The object of this class work is to
give the students an understanding of church order and dis
cipline, and the reasons therefor, and an actual experience in
presenting Bible truths to the people. To this end special
instruction in church organization is given, also drills in the
preparation of Bible readings and discourses; and when sub
jects have thus been prepared, the students will go out into
the villages and surrounding country at appointed times and
present these subjects to the people.
ANATOMY is taught by means of text-study, lectures, and
dissection. The first eighteen weeks of the first year are
devoted to acquiring a knowledge of the muscles, blood-ves
sels, and nerves.
From time to time demonstrations of
actual dissections will be made. In addition to this, six
weeks are given to a laboratory study of osteology in which
the student is required to make drawings of certain parts.
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These studies enable the student to do careful, intelligent
work in the dissection of human anatomy, which immediately
follows. One hundred twenty hours are given to this work,
each student being required to dissect an entire lateral half.
Following this is a study of the abdominal and thoracic vis
cera and lymphatics. During the second year visceral anat
omy and the organs of special sense are studied. The dis
section of a lateral half is repeated with special reference to
surgical and applied anatomy. The work of this year closes
with a complete dissection of the brain, combined with text
study and lectures.
PHYSIOLOGY. The relative value of the study of physiology
as part of the preparation for the work of a physician, is
often underestimated.
It is only by an intelligent appreciation of the normal func
tions of the various organs, that one is enabled to recognize
early or but slight departures from the normal, or under
stand how to apply with precision, therapeutic measures to
conditions of disease.
The work in physiology is arranged in two didactic and two
laboratory courses, given in the first and second years.
The first year's work comprises sixty hours of lectures and
recitations in a careful study of the blood, circulation, diges
tion, respiration, secretion, and excretion.
Running parallel with the didactic work is the laboratory
course of fifty hours. Here, under supervision, the student
investigates and demonstrates by actual experiment the fun
damental facts of physiology. The work is based upon Star
ling's "Elements of Human Physiology."
During the second year, one hundred ten hours are devoted
to a more exhaustive study of the problems of digestion and
nutrition, the work of the ductless glands, the nervous sys
tem, and the special senses.
A laboratory course of fifty hours is given, during which
the students, working alone or in convenient groups, will be

assisted by the instructor in investigating
the deeper prob
lems of physiology.
CHEMISTRY. The work in chemistry is divide
d into three
parts and is arranged so as to lay a foundation
for the sub
jects following later in the course.
General Chemistry. These courses of the
first year con
sist of both didactic and laboratory instruction.
The didac
tic portion is taken up first, and is intended
to give a thor
ough ground work in the principles of chem
istry, together
with a careful consideration of the more
important metals
and non-metals. Time is also spent in a carefu
l outline of
the toxicology of the various poisonous substa
nces.
In the
laboratory the student conducts experiment
al work to con
firm many of the points learned in the text
book study, and
by the use of appropriate tests is able to recog
nize the impor
tant metals and acid radicals.
Organic Chemistry. The instruction in this
course con
sists of lectures, demonstrations, and recita
tions. The more
important carbon compounds are studied with
special refer
ence to their use in the field of medicine.
Special attention
is given to the consideration of the poison
s of this series;
and in addition to this, time is spent in the
consideration of
the effects of alcohol, tea, coffee, and tobacc
o upon the body
tissues.
Physiological Chemistry. These courses
of the second
year include both didactic and laboratory work,
A careful
study is made of the chemistry of the variou
s food materials,
the digestive juices and their actions, the excre
tory products,
and of the tissues most active in the metab
olic processes.
In the laboratory the student is taught how
to make examin
ations of normal and abnormal products and
how to apply
the results in the diagnosis of disease. Both
qualitative and
quantitative methods of practical value
are pursued, and
after taking the work of this course the stude
nt is given an
opportunity to work in the laboratories of
the College and
Sanitarium as an assistant, thus giving ample
time to become
proficient.
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DIETETICS. The instruction in this course cousists of lec
tures, practical demonstrations, and recitations. Diet has
come to be one of the important factors in the physiologic
therapeutics of to-day, and it is necessary for the physician
who wishes to accomplish the most good to be thoroughly
acquainted with the established facts which have been
brought out recently along this line. The research and
experimental work of such men as Pawlow, Combe, Chittenden, Mendel, Benedict, Fisher, and Fletcher have given a
scientific basis for the subject.
HYDROTHERAPY. As the center of the vast system of phy
siologic therapeutics, the subject of hydrotherapy is given
more than ordinary attention. The student receives thorough
drill in the methods and technique of hydriatic and allied ther
apy. For this purpose the new and complete equipment of
the treatment rooms of the Sanitarium is utilized. This
instruction covers eighty hours. It is supervised by the
teachers in this department, and is given by experienced
instructors, skilled in all the applications of hydrotherapy.
In addition, each student must spend during the first and
second years not less than two hundred forty hours in the
actual application of hydriatic therapy. The scientific basis
and physiologic effects are taught in the second year, follow
ing the work in physiology and physiologic chemistry, which
lay a foundation for it. Forty hours of lectures and recita
tions comprise this part of the course in applied physiology
which covers the same ground in a practical way. The thera
peutic effects and uses of hydrotherapy are studied in the
third year in connection with the course in the Practice of
Medicine. Abbott's Hydrotherapy is used as text.
PRACTICE OP MEDICINE as taught in the second and third
years is the beginning of a line of instruction which extends
throughout four years of the course. It embodies lectures,
recitations, clinics, and practical internship. Ordinary meth
ods of instruction are followed in teaching the cause, symp
tomatology, diagnosis, and treatment of disease; but above
this, special attention is given to practical experience in
which, under the supervision and guidance of the instructor,
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the student is required to bear the responsibility of the diag
nosis and treatment of the patients assigned to his care.
The effects of internal medication are taught parallel with
those of physiological therapeutics. The student is encouraged
to depend upon those forms of therapy which are founded upon
reliable experiment and experience and are susceptible of
demonstrable effects.
MECHANICAL THERAPEUTICS. This course consists of drill
in general and special massage and manual and mechanical
Swedish movements. It also embodies a study of the effects
of mechanical nerve stimulation, vibration, friction, and per
cussion.
PATHOLOGY. The course in pathology extends over the
last three years and consists of three hundred thirty hours
devoted to text study, quizzes, lectures, laboratory work in
preparing, sectioning, and mounting specimens, and in the
study of gross pathology at autopsy.
During the third year seventy hours are occupied in care
ful study of general pathology. This is followed by a labora
tory course of one hundred forty hours in laboratory practice
in preparing, examining, diagnosing, and classifying1 patho
logical specimens.
Special pathology of the various organs is studied during
the forth and fifth years together with gross anatomy at
autopsies.
MATERIA MEDICA AND PHARMACOLOGY. Instruction in this
subject is begun by a didactic course in the second year on
the pathology of narcotics. The physical and chemical pro
perties of drugs, their source, habitat, physiological action,
and doses are fully considered.
During the third year the
course is continued and the action of drugs compared and con
trasted with the effect of treatment in hydrotherapy, diet,
exercise, and other hygienic measures.
GYNECOLOGY is taught by the usual course of lectures,
recitations, and clinical work. Students will be required to
act as assistants in the care and treatment of these clinical
cases.
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SURGICAL DRILL AND BANDAGING. The training of medical
students is usually deficient in practical instruction in operat
ing-room technique. This course includes drill in the prep
aration and sterilizing of dressings, sponges, and suture matterial, in the care and sterilizing of instruments, in the
preparation of the patient for operation, and in the prepara
tion and application of bandages and casts.
SURGERY. This course embraces didactic and clinical
instruction extending over the third, fourth, and fifth years.
Principles of bandaging fractures and wounds are taught in
a six weeks' course during the third year. A carefully
planned surgical drill in which each student is taught the
steps in asepsis, antisepsis, and attendance on the surgeon
occupies forty hours in this year.
During the fourth year the student is brought closely in
touch with all operative procedures in the surgical rooms
and wards of the institution. In the fifth year the students
rotate in taking charge of the dispensary, and assist the
surgeons in their work. Didactic and clinical instruction
receive their appropriate share of time.
PATHOLOGY OF NARCOTICS. The cause of temperance has
become so much a world-wide question that a special prep
aration along the line of scientific temperance is particularly
necessary for those who are to become leaders. This course
embodies a detailed consideration of the effects upon the
human body of alcohol, tobacco, and other habit-forming
poisons. The examination of prepared sections of patholog
ical tissue is included in the above, Horsley's "Alcohol and
the Human Body" is used as a basis.
EMBRYOLOGY is taught by the usual lectures, recitations,
and laboratory work in the studying of the chick and other
embryos. Models, charts, and diagrams are also utilized in
the instruction.
BACTERIOLOGY. This course is intended to give the stu
dent a working knowledge of bacteriological technic, of the
isolation, cultivation, identification of the more important
organisms both pathogenic and non-pathogenic. With this
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end in view, the course will be quite largely laboratory work.
OBSTETRICS. Instruction in obstetrics is given in the third
and fourth years. The work of the third year includes:—
Lectures. Obstetrical anatomy; physiology and develop
ment of the ovum; physiology of pregnancy; labor and the
puerperium, and care of the newborn child; quizzes and exer
cises in obstetrical diagnosis on the manikin.
Practical Obstetrics. Examination of pregnant women,
giving attention to pelvimetry and obstetrical palpation;
attention at deliveries; and practical instruction in the care
of mother and child during the puerperium.
The work of the fourth year includes:—
Lectures. Pathology of pregnancy; labor and the puer
perium; diseases of the new born child; quizzes and exercises
in operative procedures on the manikin for sections of the
class.
Practical Obstetrics,
Work of the third year is con
tinued with special attention given to abnormal conditions.
Each student is required to deliver and attend a stated num
ber of patients, submitting a complete history of every case.
Text Books
Ministry of Healing_____________,_________. White
Testimonies for the Church-.--,-.. ..__________..___.._White
Anatomy. _ _. Gray, Sobotta and McMurrich, Treves, Whitaker
Physiology-__Thornton, Starling, Hutchison, Howell, Alcock
Chemistry__-_Holland, Prescott and Johnson, Hawk, Simon
Histology..____________________Bohm, Davidorff, and Huber
Embryology.__-_.____Heisler, Foster and Balfour, Minot
Practice of Medicine_____, _________Edward3, Osier, Anders
Obstetrics _.._______„_. .Williams, Herman, American Text
Food and Dietetics__Chittenden, Hutchison, Snyder, Pawlow
Hydrotherapy___:___,____Abbott, Baruch, Pope, Cohen
Massage ____________ _______________________ Kellogg, Graham
Bandaging_-____^________.___ ,___________Davis
Pathology of Alcohol__.___________--_____Horsley
Pathology____.___._____Stengel, McFarland, Ziegler
Surgery____._-______„-...____ .DaCosta, Park, Bryant
Gynecology------.--_--.---_-_--_-Montgomery, Hirst, Dudley
Bacteriology__ ___.____,_.....___McFarland, Park
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Medical Evangelistic Course
This course is designed to meet the needs of many who
should be trained for a combined ministry, yet who do not
desire to practice as physicians. In the promulgation of the
gospel, medical missionary work is the right arm of success.
Many should be qualified to teach the principles of health,
temperance, and hygiene from a rational, Christian stand
point; able as well to demonstrate healthful living as an
exemplary Christian life. For such, a three-year course has
been prepared. While comparatively few will need the
training of the qualified physician, thousands should receive
the fundamentals of such an education in order to labor effi
ciently as medical missionary evangelists.
Entrance Requirements
In order to become efficient teachers and evangelistic
workers, the students entering the course must have had a
good preliminary education.
While not all the technical
requirements of a complete medical education are necessary,
yet the completion of at least ten grades of academic work
as given in our schools is considered an essential preparation.
This must include algebra, two years of English, physics,
one year of Latin, general history, biological science, ele
mentary chemistry, and physiology and hygiene. The Fac
ulty reserve the right to allow due credit for practical experi
ence. Such persons may be admitted by examination.
Curriculum
The course of study is the same as outlined for the first
three years of the Medical Course, p. 14. With the consent
of the Faculty, however, students in this course may substi
tute practical work from the fourth and fifth years of the
Medical Course for hours of work represented by figures in
heavy type in the curriculum for the regular Medical Course.
Graduation Requirements

Those who have completed the full three years' work of
this course, have given satisfactory evidence of missionary
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aim, and whose conduct has been such that the Faculty can
recommend them as medical missionary evangelists, will be
granted a diploma. The discharging of financial and other
obligations before the conferring of such a diploma is the
same as in the Medical Course.
Tuition and Expenses
The annual tuition, matriculation, library, and diploma fees
are the same as for the Medical Course. Students are given
opportunity to work out in part the expense of beard and
room. This work is partly made up of the work which con
stitutes the practical experience of the course. Actual con
tact with disease in the care and treatment of the sick is an
invaluable experience for one who is to become a foreign
missionary or medical evangelist.

The Nurses' Course
This course is designed to equip nurses thoroughly in sll
theoretical and practical branches. The connection of the
school with the Loma Linda Sanitarium offers unusual
advantages for instruction and experience in the care of
both medical and surgical cases. In order to give more time
for study and to conserve the health of the nurse, the daily
time required in practical work, constituting a part of the
nurse's training, has been reduced to seven hours. All the
laws of health must be carefully observed, and no student
will be allowed to pursue work or study to the detriment of
health.
Entrance Requirements
Age, eighteen years or above. The health must be good.
A physical examination will be made on entrance. Those
having an indisposition to work or study should not apply.
Only those desiring to fit themselves for evangelistic and
missionary endeavor or in the giving of the advent message
are admitted. It is not the aim of the school to train nurses
for mere professional duty. Those desiring to enter this
course should fill out in full the application blank, stating
in detail their aim, previous training, and occupation, and
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and a quarter hours daily are devoted to Bible, part of this
time being given to study in Ihe class room under the direc
tion of the teacher. It has been found necessary to provide
some means of training the student nurse in proper habits of
study.
The time devoted to anatomy, English, etymology, physics,
and practical nursing is divided in the same manner. It will
be seen that, during this year, there is a total of three a'nd
three-fourths hours daily devoted to study, recitation, and
practical drill. During the second year there are three class
periods daily of forty-five to sixty minutes each; and during
the third year there are three class periods daily of one hour
each.
Requirements fur Graduation

Those completing satisfactorily the three-year course will
be granted a nurse's diploma signed by the members of the
Faculty. This diploma meets fully the requirements of all
nurses' registration laws. Together with the diploma will
be given a certificate of credits showing in detail the sub
jects studied as classified in the three years, also the text
used in each, time spent, per cent of attendance, and final
grades. Those holding a diploma from any other accredited
institution, desiring to take a post-graduate course, will, on
completion of the third year's work, be given a post-gradu
ate nurse's diploma signed by the Faculty. This is likewise
accompanied by a certificate. Only on completion of one or
more full year's work will a certificate of credit be granted.
The Faculty reserve the right to dismiss from the school
any one whose conduct is not in harmony with the principles
of the school.
Expenses
Matriculation fee at the beginning of the first year, $1.00;
library fee each year, 50 cents; board (European plan), room,
and tuition are charged at the rate of about $4.25 per week.
The forty-two hours of practical work required each week
more than meet this expense. These hours are credited to
the student's account at the rate of from 10 to 15 cents per
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hour, according to the efficiency of the work and the advance
ment of the student. Overtime is credited at the same rate,
also full duty (ten hours a day) during the summer inter
mission in class work. No account is made of Sabbath duty,
only necessary work being done on the Sabbath, in which all
students must take part as needed. No reduction in tuition
is made when classes are missed or the student takes less
than the full line of study.
Extra classes may be taken by
permission of the Faculty, and charged at the rate of $1.50
for twenty lessons.
At the discretion of the Faculty, the student may be
allowed to meet part or all of his expenses- board, room,
and tuilion—in cash instead of work for a limited time.
This is often desirable to the student at the beginning of the
course in order to gain more time for study. A deposit of
$20.00 is required on entrance to meet incidental expenses of
books and supplies.
Regulations

A probationary period of three months precedes full admit
tance to the course. During this time the student must give
evidence of adaptability to the nurses' work, good Christian
character, and missionary aim. There are no exceptions
nuide to this rule.
AH nurses must be willing to respond to calls for service
at any hour of day or night. Nurses are required to obtain
written permission whenever desiring to leave the grounds,
the record to be filed with the head nurse before such absence.
A daily record of class attendance and scholarship is kept
by each teacher.
If a student is absent from more than
fifteen per cent of the class periods, he must obtain a
grade of eighty-five per cent. (Absences necessitated by
Sanitarium work are not included.) Examinations are given
at the close of each subject, and at such other times as the
teacher may think necessary.
Seventy-five per cent consti
tutes a passing grade, and eighty per cent is required in
general average.
The course is so arranged as to follow a definite schedule.
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For this reason extra classes are arranged with
difficulty.
It is impossible to admit nurses from ottier trainin
g schools
without special previous arrangement. For the same
reason
students can not be admitted after the beginning
of the school
year, September 4, 1911.
Outline of .Nurses' Training Course
First Year
Weeks Hours
Bible and Testimonies, five times a week____.__.
42
262
Massage, live times a week..._..______________
___.
62
Practical hydro therapy, five times a week______ 10
62
Anatomy, five times a week_____________________ 10
22
137
Higher English, five times a week.______________
9
56
Etymology, five times a week ____________ ______
9
59
Physics, five times a week_____._________________
112
Practical nursing, five times a week- —________ 18
6
37
Second Year
Bible, Old Testament history, five times a week __
Obstetrics, five times a week_________-..____ , 42
12
Infant feeding, five times a week_„______
__
2
Gynecology, five times a week..__________________
9
Theoretical bydrotberapy, h've times a week_____7
Children's diseases, five times a week ____________
7
Cooking, five times a week______________ ______
__ 8
Surgical nursing and first aid, five times a
_ 15
Dietetics, five times a week__. _____„______week_
.
7
Electricity, five times a week__ —__ — __..--___,___.
— -—_
7
Hygiene, five times a week_._-_._--__-.__-...._---__
Manual Swedish _____„_,___,_._.___-___„___-___- 5
4
Genito-Urinary Diseases(men students), five times
a week-----..— - — — — — — - — — 21

210
60
10
45
35
35
40
75
35
35
25
20
105

Third Year
Bible, doctrines and prophecies, five times a week
Physiology, five times a week. —___ ____ — -_ — __—
Chemistry, five times a week .___-___ — ______- —
Dietetics, fivetimes a week________________ _
Materia Medica, five times a week-_-__-___ __
...
Pastoral training, five times a week__ —___.
General diseases, fivetimes a week,__________-__
_____
Theoretical hydrotherapy, five times a week.___._
Mental diseases ____ ___._______,___.__„.___-___

42
14
14
7
7
10
21
7
4

210
70
70
35
35
50
105
35
20
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Details of Study
BIBLE. First Year. Life of Christ. About one-half of
the year is devoted to a study of Christ as a healer. This
includes a careful study of the relation of sin to disease, and
of faith to healing; these principles are developed in the con
sideration of Christ's miracles and works of ministry for
the afflicted, using as helps "Desire of Ages" and "Minis
try of Healing." The remainder of the year the subject is
"Christ as a Teacher." This includes a consideration of His
discourses, conversations, and parables, with helps such as
"Christ's Object Lessons" and "Education."
Second Year, Old Testament history. This includes the
account of creation, the fall of man, and the patriarchal age,
giving careful study to the types and shadows, with helps
such as "Patriarchs and Prophets" and selections from the
Testimonies.
Third Year. Doctrines and prophecies.
in first year of Medical Course.

See Bible study

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. During the first year this
branch is taught by class recitation and demonstrations from
charts, skeletons, and specimens. The entire text matter of
Kimber's "Anatomy and Physiology for Nurses" is covered
during this year. During the third year physiology is studied
from a more advanced text, Thorn ton's "Human Physiology."
COOKING. Hygienic cookery forms a part of every nurse's
training. Instruction is given in the preparation of food for
both the sick and the well. The science as well as the art,
is taught in this course, and it is supplemented by actual
experience in the diet kitchen.
HYDROTHERAPY. The practical work in this branch con
sists of demonstrations and drills in technique. Sixty-two
hours are devoted to this important subject. The new and
thoroughly equipped treatment rooms of the Loma Linda
Sanitarium afford ample scope for full acquaintance with
each procedure. Physiologic effects and therapeutic uses are
36

taught in the second and third years by text study and reci
tations, using Abbott's Hydrotherapy as a text.
ENGLISH AND ETYMOLOGY. These branches are taught
from Rine's "Essentials of Our Language" and Kellogg and
Reed's "Word Building." The study of this subject is made
especially necessary because of the introduction of so many
Latin and other foreign words into scientific and medical
subjects.
PHYSICS. A full understanding of hydrotherapy, surgical
technique, and many other practical parts of the nurse's
training make it necessary that the student nurse understand
some of the fundamentals of this science.
PRACTICAL NURSING. Text, Stoney's "Practical Nurs
ing." This course consists of thirty lessons from both text
and class demonstrations.
DRESSMAKING. Those not already familiar with the art of
hygienic dressmaking are given actual experience in the
Each nurse is required to
making of healthful garments.
dress in keeping with health principles and is expected to
know how to make her own garments.
MASSAGE. Sixty-two hours during the first year are
devoted to drill and study of the principles involved in this
practice as outlined in Kellogg's "Art of Massage."
OBSTETRICS, INFANT FEEDING, AND GYNECOLOGY. Because
of the importance of these subjects, twenty-three weeks are
devoted to their study during the second year. The texts
used are, DeLee's "Obstetrics for Nurses," Holt's "Care
and Feeding of Infants," and Herman's "Hand Book of
Gynecology."
GENITOURINARY DISEASES AND HYGIENE. This course is
designed for men nurses, and occupies the same time as is
given to gynecology and obstetrics.
SURGICAL NURSING, BANDAGING, AND ACCIDENTS AND
Seventy-five hours during the second year
EMERGENCIES.
are devoted to class work and drill in the making of surgical
dressings, care and sterilizing of dressings and instruments,
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and drill in operating-room assistance, and emergency work.
This is followed by actual experience in the operating-room
and surgical ward. Texts used are, Stoney's "Bacteriology
and Surgical Nursing" and Dulles' "Accidents and Emer
gencies. "
DIETETICS. During the second year seven weeks are
devoted to the study of the principles of nutrition as given in
"Education," "Ministry of Healing," and Brown's "Scien
tific Nutrition Simplified." In the third year seven weeks
are given to a detailed study of food composition and the
chemistry of cooking.
ELECTRICITY. Text, Neiswanger's "Electro-Therapeuti
cal Practice." Drill in care of instruments and giving treat
ments of faradic, galvanic, and sinusoidal electricity; also
sufficient theory to make the student intelligent on this sub
ject.
MANUAL SWEDISH. This practical class includes drill in
the mechanical treatment of spinal curvature, constipation,
and organic heart disease.
HYGIENE. Text, Mclsaac's "Hygiene for Nurses." Only
the matters of every-day, practical hygiene and sanitation
are considered. The missionary nurse should be able to teach
others the principles of personal hygiene and house and com
munity sanitation.
CHEMISTRY. Text, Snyder's "Chemistry of Plant and
Animal Life." It has been found practical to acquaint the
student nurse with the fundamentals of organic and physio
logic chemistry, A laboratory course in practical urinalysis
is included in this study.
GENERAL DISEASES.
is given.

A course of one hundred five lessons

MATERIA MEDICA.

Texts, Paul's "Materia Medica for

Nurses," "Ministry of Healing," and other volumes of the
Testimonies. The effects of internal medication are taught
parallel with the effects of physiologic therapy. The evil
effects of drug medication are made especially plain.
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PASTORAL TRAINING. During part of the third year fifty
hours are spent in the arranging of Bible readings and gospel
talks, and drill in giving the same. This serves to make
practical the Bible lessons of this year in doctrines and prophActual canvassing and giving of
GOSPEL FIELD WORK.
Bible readings and health and temperance demonstrations
bring the missionary nurse in touch with the educational part
of her future work, and enable her to carry the gospel to
needy souls.
Text Books
Ministry of Healing___White
Testimonies for the Church
__-_______„______-__ White
Great Controversy_-__White
Desire of Ages. ___. .__White
Patriarchs and Prophets. _
— ___„_„„__„___ White
Physics.__-_____. Gage
Essentials of our Language
-_-___._-___..-___Rine
Word Building ____„______
__.-_____.Kellogg and Reed
M assage._______._„ Kellogg
Anatomy for Nurses .._____
_--_____.___ __--_-.Kimber
Physiology___. ___Thornton
Chemistry of Plant and
Animal Life._...__Snyder
Nursing..-__„„___ Stoney

Obstetrics. _____ __ _ DeLee
General Diseases__^__Hughes
Surgical Nursing _ ___Sf.oney
Accidents and Emergencies
Nursing Ethics _ ______Robb
Infant Feeding...... ____Holt
Pediatrics for Nurses _-„___
___ ------- _____McCombs
Hygiene for Nurses__McIaaac
Primer of Physiology and
____Mental Disease ___Burr
Human Food----_-._--Snyder
Scientific Nutrition ___Brown
Materia Medica __ _____Paul
Hydrotherapy ________Abbott
Electricity __ .__Neiswanger
Cooking ___ _______ Anderson
Gynecology ________Herman

Special Missionary Course, One Year
We are led to believe in regard to our school work that
some will complete the Medical Course in order to qualify as
medical practitioners. Others will take the shorter course
of three years to enter the field as medical missionary evan
gelists. There is still another class who will constitute an
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important element in the work. They are men who have
made a success in life in other lines, but under the influence
and direction of the Spirit of God, will leave the ordinary
vocations of life, and will receive a speedy preparation, and
do efficient work in the field. For this class we offer the fol
lowing suggestive course :-1 hour, 5 days per week, topical Bible study (doctrines)
1 hour, 5 days per week, history
1 hour, 5 days per week, pastoral training, Ministry
of Healing1 , and other Testimonies
1 hour, 5 days per week, lecture course on medical lines
1 hour, 6 days per week, practical work -bath room
and nursing
Field work in connection with pastoral training.
Explanation of Special Course
BIBLE. The one hour in Bible each day is designed to cover
the cardinal features of our faith, being a careful study of
the doctrines of the Bible, especially those which constitute
the peculiar features of the message. The prophetic por
tions of the Bible which relate particularly to our time and
the closing work of the gospel are emphasized.
HISTORY. This study covers such portions of History as
show the fulfillment of prophecy, such as the four monarchies,
the papacy, the reformation, and the rise and spread of the
third angel's message.
PASTORAL TRAINING. The course in pastoral training is
designed to teach the use of the knowledge gained in Bible
study, both in house to house Bible work and in gospel talks.
The study of "Ministry of Healing" and other Testimonies
relative to this subject is designed to teach the student to
combine the care of the sick with Bible work, thus enabling
him to give the people the entire gospel for both soul and
body.
LECTURE COURSE. The lecture course will be conducted
by the medical instructors of the school, each one covering
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Outline of Course
September 28, 1911 to June 26, 1912

Bible doctrines and prophecies ..__________._
Cooking, three times a week.,_,__-_____-_______.
Chemistry of plant and animal life, five hours a
week___--__---__-..__ . _____________________
Laboratory practice, five hours a week--..,-__.__
Food and dietetics, five hours a week... ___-.____
Practical work in kitchen and bakery, six hours
daily ______.-___-___.____._„_._______,______

Weeks
36
10
14
14
14
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Special Information for All Students
Who Admitted
Mature Christian young people who wish to fit themselves
to do more efficient work forthe Master; those who are trust
worthy and faithful in the performance of duty, whether
under supervision or not; students who stand ready to per
form cheerfully any duty at any time upon the call of the
Sanitarium and Faculty, even at the cost of personal con
venience,
Regulations

In the days of Samuel, students who were "pious, intelli
gent, and studious" were gathered into the schools of the
prophets. And surely no lower standard on any of these
points ought to be required of those who are in a Christian
school for training to give the last message of mercy to the
world. Hence it is deemed unnecessary to set forth any
specified rules and regulations for the government of students.
All are expected to deport themselves as young men and
women in training for the Master's work. In general, the
regulations and discipline maintained in all our denomina
tional -schools are adhered to in this school. Students are
required to present the health principles in dress, diet, and
general conduct.
Regular attendance in all exercises is required. Absences
occasioned by the work of the Sanitarium will be excused on
presentation of written excuse, properly signed, and presented
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not later than one week after the occurrence of the absence.
These do not lower the attendance per cent.
Absences
exceeding in number twenty-five per cent of ail class exer
cises forfeit the class standing in a given subject. No stu
dent may leave the College grounds, except in the usual
course of his work, without permission.
What to Bring
Three sheets, one comforter, one pair of blankets, one pil
low, four pillow cases, six towels, four napkins, one bed
spread, toilet soap, napkin-ring, toilet articles, dresser scarf,
table cover, umbrella, rubbers.
School books, histories, biographies, books of missions, dic
tionaries, reference books.
Women should bring three large aprons with sleeves.
Men should bring work shoes and outer suit for labor.
Post Office, Railway, Telephone, and Telegraph
The post office address is Loma Linda, Cal. Post office
money orders should be made payable atRedlands, Cal. All
express matter should be sent by Wells-Fargo Company to
Loma Linda, Cal. The address for telegraph and long-dis
tance telephone is Loma Linda via Redlands, Cal.
Loma Linda is the name of a station on the main line of the
Southern Pacific Railroad, sixty-two miles east of Los
Angeles. It is also three miles from Colton, a junction point
of three great railroads—the Southern Pacific, Salt Lake
Route, and the Santa Fe System.
Students coming by way of the Southern Pacific should buy
tickets and check baggage to Loma Linda, Cal,, except in
case of medical students who desire to proceed on to Los
Angeles for the purpose of interviewing the Examiner before
coming to Loma Linda.
Those coming by the Salt Lake Route or the Santa Fe,
should buy tickets and have baggage checked to Colton, Cal.,
there changing to the Southern Pacific for Loma Linda, three
miles east. For futher particulars, address

COLLEGE OF MEDICAL EVANGELISTS,
Loma Linda, Cal.

Graduates
THREE YEARS NURSES' COURSE 1910
Cornish, Effie May._.____________North Dakota
Forrest, Bertha ,_____„___..______.._______ __________Ontario
Hall, Edith Anneta__._.._________________.Michigan
Hunter, Lottye M...__,_____________-__Nebraska
Lumley, Anna Levera.._----,._,----_-_--^__.^-----,Jamaica
Martin, Leah.............__-_____..___,.-._______„_...Utah
Miller, Nellie Alivia____,._-__________--______-_..California
Marshall, Cora Elizabeth_________._____..Nebraska
Wright, Elizabeth Irwin.--._____________Michigan
Mosbier, Anna D.______-._-__.„____ _-_--___--_-_Michigan
Nichol, Mary __________„______________-._-........Australia
Nelson, Robert Arthur.___________-___.____California
Omen, Dollie Lenora.......-....--.....--. ....^-..-California
Pollock, Grace Ethel.,_____„_..__,___-__,...-California
Patnam, Lillie.......____________„____ -Nebraska
Stepanek, Lillian F._______________..Nebraska
Yost, Edyth Kell.-_-.... — _..________.___._._..-California

THREE YEARS NURSES' COURSE 1909
Garnsey, Chas. £.....__---..._______________,Illinois
Johnston, Ella Gertrude_________________.Indiana
Lindahl, Genevieve K. ___________-..__.— ......Iowa
Stout, Frankie......__________..._______..Indiana
Striplin, Mabel Clair _____.-____--____„____„.-..California
Yost, Dora Leo ____________-_____....California

Medical Students
Second Year
Baxter, Lavina Alice._____________________ ...California
Gernhardt, John Frederick...., ——— __——____Germany
Hall, Robert Irving....,_______...__..._.Michigan
Herzer, Fred........____________„_.Nebraska
Jones, Floyd Burton_______.___--_..__._________.__.Quebec
Nightingale, Zenobia..____., — _„__...._California
Owen, Almira Ruth....,___.___.______...........California
Parrett, Owen Samuel _,______,__„_____„_______..California
Sheld, Iner..._____...._—_________... .California
Weir, John Josiah _____.___-..__...______..._.Kansas
White, Leeroy M._._. _________._ ___New York

First Year
Black, Delia Ruby___,__.______._..-___._..Illionois
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Brigham, Edgar______-________________ Wisconsin
Camp, Joseph Warren --__-_-__..____---.___--.^.-..-Oregon
Carr, Earl Burton_______________________New York
Davis, Harry Herrnan___________ __________.._______Indiana
Davenport, Donald Edward_._..-__-__-____..._____-Nebraska
Dean, Floyd Chapin__________.______.___....New York
Dickson, Albert Robb___,______„________________..California
Donaldson, Arthur Norton......___________California
Feldkamp, Arabella Josephine._,_____ ._„______„ .California
Gabin, Bernhardt____ _,___________„ ____________.._Germany
Hackett, Earl.___.___-___.__.._._._.„_.__Washington
Harlow, Alfred. _.____-.__________________Washington
Harrison, Charles H. ___-_.__-..,.._„_-._____--_______Indiana
Hendrickson, Mabel_-__..-.__-_._____„,._..-South Dakota
Hewitt, Carl N.._„______._______._________-,_.____.._0hio
Kay, Guy Leslie_____..________-._____________ __. California
Koke, Earl F.__—. .__.___._______.__„„__._-__ — Colorado
Lathe, Vanness L.___________________.___Montana
Ramsey, James Archie____,.__,__._____ ____________Canada
Richli, William_-__ ________.___-__-____^__Switzerland
San tee, Orpha Lorena________________________._Texas
Semmens, A. W.____^___________________Australia
Smith, Olive Emily_--__-_-_----__-__-______-..____..__Iowa
Trott, Leslie DeNyse ..______________...Minnesota
Von Klitzing, Hans C._...____..___-.-____.-Germany
Warren, John W._____________________California
Williams, Geoffrey_____-____--_______.____-.,____California
Zener, Mary Linville______,_______________Colorado

Three Years Nurses' Course
Third Year Students
Baker, Lura Louisa Kemp___,___...___.______Illionois
Kahan, Bessie______,_._________„_____....California
Marvin, Mabel ___..,__^...,____________California
Nichols, Hazel _.-____-_-_____.___._________.___-_California
Noggle, Alice.______________________._.____Iowa
Warren, Mamie_,_--....--_ .-----___-__-__--._.-____California

Second Year Students
Atkins, Rollie Allen_..._____._____,_^______California
Baker, Roy Marsh________.______________California
Barren, Gertrude__________________New Mexico
Benson, Ethel.__._____._____.______California
Bowerman, L. V.,____.,_____,____.-______-______Michigan
Bowerman, Mrs. L. V.____^__________..Michigan
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Bradbury, Leila R.__-______..____--. ______________ California
Davis, Blanch Eliza....___.-_________......California
Davis, Theophilus A.__.__...__......_„„___,Ohio
Evens, Mary Gladys.--___...____.____.........Iowa
Feldkamp, Lucile __--_-_______________California
Green, Isabelle Mary__...._-______.__-..California
Hewitt, Coe Milton._-------_____..______-__Ohio
Hoyt, Pearl Ivy___, ________________...........Michigan
Hughes, Florence Joan_____.____.._______________-California
King, John Henry_--__---__..________.-California
McKeague, Robert N. _. ____.____.._____....Hawaii
Merrill, Anna Eleanor______ __..____,.. ____0regon
Nelson, Arthur G.______________________________ Mew Mexico
Potts, Enos Aitken--.--.-___..________.California
Putnam, Grace _.__________..--____.___-_--__,_ .__-.-_-Iowa
Relph, lone Mabel_------_______.-_____^California
Sprague, Elizabeth B,__.________________-California
Stone, Evelyn Hannah-___....___..____..California
Taylor, Mabel Dawn____,.__.,______..Michigan
Taylor, Edward L. __.._______.._____-..Montana
Wade, Mary Augusta.....__---_--_--...__„.—_Texas
First Year Students
Alien, Anna Jessie ,______...___,____....California
Atkins, Ella Macie-.__...,__.__________California
Betts, Emilia Ann.,.-___________..South Dakota
Brown, Susie Elizabeth.__________..___-__.California
—Buckridge, Ola_,-_..___„..___..._____.California
Campbell, Mabel Isabell ..._-____...____...___Canada
Cone, Leona Ruth_._-._____..._.._____California
Courser, Carl Francis____. —— __________ — ___Canada
—Th^isman, Zeffie Mae___,.._________....-California
Erskine, Mae Nadine_____...___...^----Michigan
—Gerndt, George__.....-___-__..___________ — New York
Harrison, Minnie E.___...--___.__..__......Nebraska
—Hodge, Ruby______. — ____„__ — ___,_ ———., —.California
Kelsey, Amy Rosella.....___..__....____..California
Kaneko, Hidetora__________________________________Japan
—Klopfenstein, Mabel.___-_.._____-__......California
Lane, Ruth M..___,--_.___-_.__ —— -,-----------____Ohio
Leisenring, Orra Ruth...._....---_^-.....__.-..California
Martin, Timothy ____ _..____________ _.,--_California
.-Morrison, Imogene. —. —————— -.._ ———...,-..California
Stuckey, FrecL..._______---___,____._ — ..California
Wolcott, Clyde Oliver.......„_.--_...._____...........Ohio
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Special Students
Baldwin, Lois__......_______.._____....California
Barton, W. D.._ _____.. _______ ___ ,_..Canada
Bonde, H. __________.__..-.___-_-________________-_Canada
Bonde, Mrs. H,_______________________________ ..Canada
Bowers, H. D.____ ______________________________._„.Oregon
Bowers, Mrs. H. D. ___________________________^__0regon
Brant, L. E._______...,_________._._.._.California
Bremner, C. W.-.._.____„--__,__--.__^_^_________California
Bremner, Mrs. C. W.___________________
_
..California
Cooke, C. C.__________________________.._......._.-..Texas
Diamond, W. B._____________________________Massachusetts
Edwards, Dell...__ _______________________ _ _
__Canada
Eeckhout, W. B._______.______„_________________.Scotland
Eeckhout, Mrs. W. B._____-________„ ____.________Scotland
Ham, A. L.__.._..._____„_,_.__..__.___________Washington
Ireland, Nellie____________.._._____________ ...California
Kennon, M. A.-___„_--__,----------_--_-__-________Illionois
Kennon, Mrs. M. A._______--^.._..._______Illionois
Leon, Jose__________________________________________Mexico
Liu, Amoy______________,__-________________________.China
Lloyd, E. M._________________________Washing!on
Mallerne, C. A.____________________„,,, .Michigan
McMillan, J. H.________________,._____Michigan
Miramontez, P. R.______________________________.California
Mitchell, J. G. ______________ __________________ ..California
M'tfihell, Mrs. J. G._____^_---,-..____-___________California
Nielson, Sarah._________^-._._____.____„________.Wisconsin
Nozaki, K.__.___________,--__.-________________._____Japan
Nelson, Mrs. James.________________--_-_______________Iowa
Pilate, G. R.__________ — _________________.Louisiana
Robertson, Mrs. J. P,___,__ — __._ ___ ___ __ California
Trumbull, J. R.____.._.________ „ _______ ..Michigan
Trumbull, Mrs. J. R._____...______....M-'chi^an
Weir, Mabel______________--- — ---_-____-_--.._____Nebraska
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